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“You won’t understand any of this and without a voice, I’m almost incapable of explaining it to you, 
but through the metabolisms of many, a new way of existing is possible.”

- Rachel Armstrong, Bittersweet Building

craigleith renatus park 
Edinburgh material Library i
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Craigleith retail park in Edinburgh sits above what used to be the old Craigleith quarry. The site has been through many 
changes over hundreds of years, starting out as a working quarry and suppling sandstone to build many of Edinburgh’s 

great buildings. Then the quarry unused was filled with water and stood as a gaping hole in the earth. As the city 
expanded outwards the quarry was filled in with landfill and eventually a retail park was built on top. 

Visiting the site today, you wouldn’t notice anything out of the ordinary about the site. But behind and beneath the retail 
units and stores there is a rich tectonic history. 

My plan for the future of Craigleith retail park is to create an adaptable alternative type of architecture, one that can 
change to accommodate any kind of program. Using timber modular panels I have created a tectonic landscape using 
some of the existing structure on the site. The timber modules can be used to form roof, wall or ground elements and 

can be removed/ added where and when they are needed. I have also modified some of the existing buildings to create 
a processing building for the materials in the library. When designing this one of the driving factors was the idea of 

degrowth; to break the cycle of industrial production and change the public repressive opinions to the culture of waste, 
striving towards circular economic systems of material consumption and a more sustainable future.

Introduction

Degrowth : 
‘The term Degrowth is used for both a political, economic and social movement as 

well as a set of theories formulating a critique of the paradigm of economic growth.’

Metabolism : 
‘The chemical processes that occur within a living organism in order to maintain life.’

Renatus : 
‘First name of Latin origin which means “born again” (natus = born).’



Technical Brief

Site Outline and Intentions

SITE TOPOS:  
• No walls or barriers creating divisions between public and private – passive organic methods e.g.  
 Water/ plants.
• Retainment of existing structures where possible.
• large outdoor spaces for members of the community to gather and use. 
• Retainment of green belt around edge of site. 
• Retainment of Sainsburys and south side of site.

SITE TYPOS:
• Public areas are more open to sunlight.
• Public areas are flexible and adaptable. 
• Material processing is not hidden from the public.
• No cars or excess transport across site only at an allocated drop off point. 

SITE TECTONICS: 
• Reused and reclaimed materials are used for all new parts of construction. 
• Materials collected from dismantled buildings are used in new buildings/pavilions, or stored on or  
 off site to be reused
• Growing walls are used to create skin. 
• Parts of the site are multi-use spaces and can be modified or changed all year round.
• Temporary pavilions will be able to adapt to house varying programs.
• The site will offer potential arenas/ spaces for the Edinburgh fringe

Specific Building Tectonics

North Processing Building

• Housed in existing Homebase building at north of site. 
• Public have access to walkway through top of building.
• Part of existing wall is replaced with glass to allow optimum sunlight to the processing floor. 
• Growing pallet walls create secondary inhabitable skin around building. 

Adaptable Multi-use structure

• Existing steel columns remain so that structure can be extended to required size. 
• Timber floor modules can be hung at any level to create architectural landscape.
• Daylight is controlled with perforations in the lattice roof. 
• Structure is exposed to the elements but smaller pavilions within the structure can provide more 

shelter when needed.
• Large structure is surrounded by green space and water to separate the internal environment from 

the outside world.
• Plants are encouraged to grow up the structure.
• Different areas in the showroom are divided passively with changes in levels, water and plants. 

• Structure can be converted as a material store or showroom when needed.

Louvre Abu Dhabi, 2017. The Abu Dhabi Louvre captures the environment of 
the Material Library showroom. The perforations in the roof allow sunlight to be 

controlled. The domed roof also acts like an external skin, housing and sheltering the 
smaller pavilions inside. When inside it feels light weight, creating an indoor - outdoor 

environment within. Spaces are divided with the use of changes in levels and water.

Back to the woods Festival, Germany. Here reclaimed 
pallets are used to create temporary structures such as 

stages and amphitheatres.

Reclaimed Pallets used at the Rio+20 temporary exhibition. Pallets are used as a way of creating 
the living wall. The slits in them also create a perforations which can be used as a method to 

control sunlight. 

Breif Precedents



The Edinburgh development plan shows many different areas of the city which have been marked off with 
specific functionality planned. The Craigleith retail park has been marked as a commercial centre and there 

are 5 similar commercial centres spread around the outskirts of the city. To develop this project further in the 
future I would want material libraries to be set up on all commercial centres around Edinburgh. The different 

varieties of materials can be separated and spread across all 6 centres including the Craigleith site. This 
allows a wider continuous flow of reusable and refurbished materials around the city, readily available for 

commercial, industrial and public use. 

my plan & Edinburgh’s city vision



Degrowth Strategy for Infastructure and 
transport routes

strategy for exising buildings on site

Retain & re-purpose

Dismantle & store material

Retain & reuse structure

Leave as is - Sainsburys and Garage 

Leave as is - Parking for store

strategy for Access Routes

Tram line 

Private industrial access

main road links around and through site

public pedestrian access 



Small steel bolt x 18
Large steel eye bolt x 6
Steel bracket with welded shackle x 6

Bottom Layer 
x 15, assorted 

sizes

Forth layer x 15, 
assorted sizes

Third layer x 16, 
assorted sizes

Second layer x 16, 
assorted sizes

Top layer x 47, 
assorted sizes

elevation 1 : 20

individual components of floor plate
The easy assembly and disassembly of these panels allow them to 
be transported with ease. The planks  have a number of sizes but 
can be flat packed and when needed, just slot and bolt together. 
Only the second and fourth layers of planks have slots cut out of 

them  and the rest are left, so that the majority of the material can 
be reused if needed. 



layered lattice roof

The lattice roof of the adaptable structure involves many layers of structural timber, 
similar to the floor elements it is constructed in triangular modules. These modules 

then sit upon steel I-beams that are bolted and welded onto the existing steel 
columns. The amount of layers in the modules increases towards the central spine of 
the roof. This is also where it reaches its highest at 7 meters, at the edges the roof 

drops to 4.5 meters. 
The concept is that the further under the structure you venture the more filtered the 

sunlight becomes, making you feel more sheltered and immersed. 
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